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Abstract

The energetic costs of animal movement change with body condition, although the consequences of this for foraging efficiency are
rarely considered. We deployed externally attached devices to Magellanic penguins (Spheniscus magellanicus), known to increase
the costs of swimming via increased drag in a consistent manner, and noted, however, that foraging behaviour and efficiency varied
dramatically between years. We used our results to construct an energetics-based model and found that small increases in drag due
to the attachment of externally attached tags predicted accelerating harm as prey availability decreased, which accorded with our
observations. This explains earlier observations of differential breeding success in tagged versus untagged penguins in particular years,
highlights the importance of understanding how animal body condition may affect population processes in general and advocates
caution in interpretations of tag-derived data over variable environmental conditions.
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Introduction

Animals have to deal with environmental change, and are
assumed to adopt appropriate behavioural strategies to cope
with it (Sutherland 2006). Recognition of this underpins the
large field of optimal foraging theory (Pyke 1984) where
variation in prey abundance and accessibility is considered
to modulate behaviour so that foragers maximise fitness
(Stephens et al 2007). Indeed, efficient foraging should
enhance breeding success, which explains why accessibility
of food resources also interests population ecologists (eg
Both et al 2006; Newton 2010). This putative link has led a
growing number of researchers to use animal-attached tags
to attempt to relate foraging effort and foraging success,
traditionally difficult to quantify in wild animals (Stephens
et al 2007), to reproductive success (Takahashi et al 2003),
ultimately linking this back to environmental conditions
(Weimerskirch et al 2005).
But animals also have to deal with natural changes in the
efficiency of their movement over time as, for example,
cyclical mass changes (Pond 1978) or external surface deterioration, in eg plumage (Wilson 1985) or the acquisition of
epibionts by turtles (Frick et al 2000), necessitate varying
power costs for travel (Witter & Cuthill 1993). The use of
animal-attached tags may exacerbate this (Jepsen et al 2005)
because external tags add mass and increase drag (White
et al 2013). Energy models of movement indicate that it is
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inappropriate to scale-up mass increases due to attached tags
linearly with power costs in flying birds (Vandenabeele et al
2012) and that even empirically determined power cost
increases for movement (Culik et al 1994; Methling et al
2011) may not scale linearly with foraging efficiency
(Wilson et al 2004). This latter finding may indicate why, for
example, a study by Saraux et al (2011) showed that the
seemingly trivial addition of flipper bands to king penguins
(Aptenodytes patagonicus) increased mortality over ten
years by 16%. Interestingly, this study also indicated that
birds were affected differentially between environmental
conditions and years. Both banded and unbanded birds had
good and poor breeding in years of high and low sea surface
temperature (used as an index of prey availability), respectively, but the unbanded birds did markedly better in years
with intermediate sea surface temperature.
The observation that animal-attached tag harm inter-relates
with environmental variables and body condition raises
important animal welfare issues. Almost 30 years ago,
Wilson et al (1986) reported that tagging penguins affects
performance, which highlighted both the welfare and the
scientific implications of tagging and specifically related
penguin performance to the size of tags. Clearly, however,
the issue is not that simple because the harm caused by tags
also co-varies with animal body condition and the particulars of the environment. Aside from the seminal work by
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